
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Amur Falcon roost in Himeville, summer of 2015-16 

 
For the first time in many summers, the Amur Falcons have not roosted in their traditional 

roosting site in gum trees at Himeville. This summer, they have roosted at several 

different sites, often simultaneously in smaller numbers at a number of sites in Himeville. 

However, the main site was in poplar trees near the Goxhill 

road. Why the change of roost? 

 

A definitive answer is not possible. But there are three 

elements which differed this year from last year.  The first of 

these changes was the early summer drought, the most 

severe in South Africa as a whole for decades. This surely 

explains the later arrival than usual of the Amurs in our 

district, and the smaller than usual numbers, at least initially.  

But how would this affect the choice of roosting site?  

 

Female Amur falcon 
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The drought is probably the reason that small numbers of Lesser Kestrels, which usually 

occur further west, came to our district early in the season, mixed in amongst the Amur 

Falcons. The kestrels joined the roost with the Amurs. However, the key point was noted 

by Stuart McLean, who noticed that the Lesser Kestrels were among the first of the birds 

to initiate roosting at the new Goxhill site as dusk approached. So the proposal is that 

the Lesser Kestrels, which do not usually come to this region, let alone roost in Himeville, 

and therefore have no tradition of roosting at the traditional Himeville site, have led the 

Amurs to a new site because they initiated roosting earlier than most Amurs. An 

intriguing idea indeed! 

 

The second difference from previous years is the clearing of vegetation at the 

traditional roost. But this does not seem to be a likely explanation, as the clearing of 

vegetation took place during winter when the Amurs were not present, and did not 

include any of the trees used by the Amurs.   

 

A third possibility is that the birds were deliberately disturbed at the traditional roost 

early in the season.  Such actions must always be considered in such circumstances, 

but there is no evidence of this.  

 

The bottom line is that we will never really know why the change of roosting site took 

place this summer. But we do have intriguing suggestions and we will watch with 

interest to see what the Amur Falcons will do next year.  

 

 

An update on Sisonke – the Place of Raptors 

  
In the last newsletter, I made the case for Sisonke as the place of raptors, and listed 37 

species of raptors recorded from the Sisonke area. Since then, two more species have 

been added to the list. These are Lesser Kestrel and European Hobby, pushing the total 

to 39 species of raptors. 

 

The early summer drought conditions have resulted in 

a number of Lesser Kestrels being recorded this 

summer amongst the Amur Falcons. Look through the 

flocks of Amur Falcons and you may yet see some of 

these unusual birds for this district this summer. Once 

again there have been a number of Red-footed 

Falcons around, so look carefully through the Amurs 

for the distinctive females. Getting back to Lesser 

Kestrels in the Sisonke area, Stuart Mclean has 

remembered a sick Lesser Kestrel which was found at 

Dieu Donne by Peter Bodmann in recent years.  

 

European Hobby 

 



The second new raptor for the area was a rain-soaked European Hobby on the Sani 

Pass, found and photographed by the observant Stuart McLean. This was followed by a 

second sighting on the pass later in the summer, by Stuart and myself. This species is 

easily overlooked as a female Amur, but differentiating characters of the hobby include 

yellow (not red) legs, black (not white) forehead and rufous ‘leggings’.  

 

On the Lesotho plateau, very close to our borders, Stuart McLean has also recorded 

Greater Kestrel (which would make it raptor number 40 if it ventured down to Sisonke) 

and Black Harrier (very rare in our area). For my personal list (and don’t we all like 

ticking new sightings), I have added Marsh Owl, Peregrine Falcon, Lesser Kestrels and 

Wahlberg’s Eagle over the last few  months, to bring my personal Sisonke list of raptors 

to  31 species.   

 

So members of BirdLife Sisonke, look around you for these birds because we do have an 

impressive list. Yes, many are rare, but if you spend time out there birding, you will 

eventually tick the large majority of these birds. Be prepared to struggle, because so 

many raptors have plumages poorly or never illustrated. The matter of the bird’s jizz (the 

general impression including shape, size and behaviour) is critical for the person looking 

to identify these birds. And be prepared for mistakes, as it is not easy. Nothing ventured, 

nothing gained.  

 

 

 

Farming and birds - some good news  

 
Aldo Berruti 

 

 

Grey Crowned Cranes foraging next to centre pivot 

 

We are used to bad news about birds, and for sure, some species will not survive the 

struggle to avoid extinction. A major cause of extinction is the transformation of natural 

habitats for a range of land-uses such urbanisation, mining, forestry, roads and farming. 



Because farming makes up a huge part of the land-use in South Africa, it is inevitable 

that farming will and does negatively impact some bird species. 

 

 But there is seldom is there any reflection on bird species which have been positively 

affected by farming. Give the central role of farming in our region, especially dairy-

farming, I would like to reflect on some of the positive effects on selected bird species.  

This has been particularly noticeable for us during our recent participation in the long-

running CAR (Coordinated Avifaunal Road-counts) over the last three years. Our circuit 

runs from Underberg along the R617 to Pevensey, cutting across to the Lotheni road, 

then left at the Sani crossroads down the north side of Goxhill dam then circling back 

past the south side of Goxhill dam to Himeville.  

 

The current SABAP Atlas project has shown that the Cape Crow is declining over much 

of its range. But it is abundant in our region, and is the most abundant of the bird 

species we count on our CAR circuit. But the pleasing thing in terms of the long term 

future of this species is that although it is declining generally, the species is closely 

associated with agriculture in our district, and in fact seems to do particularly well in 

relation to dairy and beef farming. Thus it is often seen in fields with cattle, perched on 

centre pivots, at silage pits and agricultural lands. It was in fact seldom seen on natural 

veld. So although declining, it would appear it has a core adaptability to human 

transformation of habitats. 

 

 

 
 

Southern Bald Ibis on concrete water dam 

 

Another charismatic species is the Southern Bald Ibis; a species which long-time 

residents have told me has greatly increased in abundance significantly in our area; its 

status changing from a vagrant to a species which sometimes numbers more than 100 



on CAR counts. This chunky bird with its shiny bare red head in the adult is another of 

my favourite birds, and is the national bird of Lesotho. Its Red Data Book status is 

Vulnerable. Most of the birds we see on the CAR counts are associated with farming, 

particularly in winter when they often feed in irrigated areas. It seems that the increase 

in the numbers of this species in our area is associated with agriculture which would 

seem to guarantee its long-term future. 

 

Three other Red Data Book species which are often seen on fallow lands, harvested 

stubble, or irrigated pastures, particularly in winter, are Denham’s Bustard (Vulnerable), 

Grey Crowned Crane (Endangered) and Blue Crane (Near-threatened). I hasten to add 

that all three species require natural habitats (grasslands or wetlands) for breeding, but 

for at least part of the year, their foraging needs seem to be mainly met on agricultural 

lands. This recalls the Overberg region of the Western Cape, where both Blue Crane 

and Denham’s Bustard occur at relatively high density in farming areas with wheat 

fields.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blue Cranes on farmland next to Dublin Vlei 

 

Another species that we sometimes see in relatively large numbers is the White-necked 

Raven, often associated with cattle feeding stations. This is a large species, thinly 

distributed but relatively common in our regions. But there must be few regions in South 

Africa where one sees as many as 20-30 birds on a long drive. It appears that in winter, 

the ravens come down from Lesotho and the high Drakensberg Mountains in search of 

foraging on farms. Again the presence of ravens at cattle feeding stations suggests a 

major agricultural subsidy in food supply. 

 

The last species I want to focus on is the South African Shelduck. On our last CAR count 

we saw two flocks, numbering 102 and 51 individuals respectively on two dams in the 

region. Decades ago, the South African Shelduck, endemic to southern Africa, was 

regarded as a vagrant to this province of KwaZulu-Natal. It is an unusual species, in that 

it breeds in winter in the burrows, mainly those of aardvark. The increase in its numbers in 



this region seems to be its adaptation to grazing the irrigated pastures grown for dairy-

farming. In terms of southern African ducks, it is a colourful species, and its honking call 

is one of my most enjoyed bird sounds.  

 

The impact of farming on indigenous birds is mixed, but the purpose of this article is to 

emphasize positive impacts because such effects are not often highlighted.  

 

 
 

A mixed flock comprising mainly South African Shelduck and Egyptian Goose on 

Ottermere Dam 

 

 

The New Committee of BirdLife Sisonke 

 

The new committee of Birdlife Sisonke was elected at the AGM in February 2016. The 

committee comprises Nick Theron (Chairman), Rina Theron (Vice-Chairman), Trish 

Strachan (Secretary and finance), Fi Mtungwa, Aldo Berruti (Editor), Doug Bell 

(Membership) and Stuart McLean. The new members are Stuart McLean and Doug Bell. 

We say goodbye to Graham Kletz after 

many years of competent service and 

to Malcolm Gemmell, who has played a 

fundamental role in founding and 

running BirdLife Sisonke over the years. 

Malcolm is leaving Creighton to move to 

Howick, and we have lost a birding 

stalwart and contributor to the local 

birding scene in many ways, including 

organiser of the annual Cape Parrot 

count in this area. 
 

 

Pied Starling 



  

 

Bird identification feature 

 
The mystery bird is not very common in the Underberg area, but is 

widespread in South Africa. Look carefully for this species on the Sani Pass 

especially in the Protea belt region, typically perching on trees, ground or 

boulders.  Identifying this bird is about jizz (basically the overall appearance 

of a bird). It is sparrow-sized but has the more vertical robin/chat posture. 

An excellent field character is that it occasionally flicks its wings. The bird in 

the picture adds an additional challenge because it is a juvenile bird – look 

at the yellow gape (yellow at the base of the bill) and blotchy chest 

(colouring typical of juvenile plumage). The tail is shorter than usual 

because it is not fully grown, but it does show the typical tail pattern – 

reddish on outer tail feathers with a darker central T. This is a key feature, but 

you do need to visualise a longer tail with the T pattern. There is a similar 

species which is one of the Karoo/Lesotho plateau specials, so knowing our 

mystery bird will help you identify that special bird.  

 

 
 



Joberg2C and Sani2 C   

 

BirdLife Sisonke stands out amongst branches of BirdLife South Africa in terms of its 

contribution to conservation. It raises thousands of rands for bird conservation by 

running refreshment stations at Sani2c and Joberg2C mountain biking events. We need 

assistance at these refreshment tables and help in the preparation of food. Please 

contact Rina Theron on 083-3248101 to make yourself available for a task which suit you 

and which directly contributes to bird conservation. For people manning refreshment 

stations, it is actually rather interesting (and entertaining) to watch the riders coming in 

for refreshments near the end of the day’s riding on both events. So please, we need 

your help!  

 

Dates for Sani2 C are 10-14 May 2016 and for Joberg2C is 28 April 2016. 

 

 

How to find the Dark-capped Yellow Warbler 

 

The Dark-capped Yellow Warbler is one of those species that you are unlikely to see 

unless you are focussed on looking for it. This is a birders’ bird and this area and southern 

KwaZulu-Natal in general is a very good area to find this bird. 

 

So how do you find it? As always, if you are not in the right habitat, you won’t see it. 

And if you are not there in the right season, you won’t see it either. So you need to 

focus on scrubby/shrubby vegetation, usually fringing streams. Thus it is often found in 

areas with scrubby ouhout (Leucosidea) as well as dense tickets of alien bramble. It is a 

summer altitudinal migrant, so you need to look for the species in spring and summer.  

 

So you have had a look in the field guide and it is easy to imagine that it would be very 

difficult to overlook the yellow underparts. However, the bird often keeps low in the 

foliage, and seldom flaunts its yellow underparts by sitting on a perch, facing you and 

singing in the manner of an African Stonechat. 

 

This is one of those species for which the use of pre-recorded calls is important. The bird 

is usually first located by its call, which can recall a Lesser Swamp Warbler in quality. 

Playing the call will often result in the bird responding and making itself more apparent. 

When you see the bird, often low down in eh vegetation, it is a typical warbler in shape, 

appearance and behaviour. It is unobtrusive and only when the bird faces you, do the 

yellow underparts seal the deal in terms of identification. It is very active so you will 

need to be ready and quick to focus when a likely suspect appears.  

 

The final ingredient in finding this bird is time and perseverance. If you don’t put the 

time in, you stand far less chance! 

 

 

 

 

 



Answer to Bird identification feature – the mystery bird  
 

The mystery bird is the Familiar Chat. It is one of those birds which, at first look, lack 

obvious visual characters, except for the wing flicking behaviour. This is a species which 

has the generalised jizz (appearance or shape, size/posture) of a chat or robin, 

including the narrow thin bill of an insect-eater. In adult plumage it is uniformly 

coloured. The added challenge of the mystery bird photo is that this it shows a juvenile 

bird. This throws a curve ball of a shorter tail, yellow gape and blotchy juvenile chest 

feathers. However, a close look at the tail shows the typical reddish of the upper outer 

tail feathers. This is consistent with the key feature of a dark T on the centre of the tail 

(including a dark end to the tail) as shown in the identification guides. 

 

On the Lesotho plateau, the similar Sickle-winged Chat is common. It is similar to the 

Familiar Chat at first look, but has more contrast between underparts and upperparts, 

with a pale eye-ring. In tis case, the bird shows a dark central line with buffy-white outer 

tail feathers and rump. This is one of the Karoo species which come to our borders in the 

alpine vegetation of the Lesotho Plateau. The vegetation of the alpine zone is similar in 

structure to that of the Karoo where is widely distributed. 

 

 

 

Our logo – the Long-crested Eagle 


